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TOTAL POpiTIVE PION CROSS SECTIONS IN COMPLEX NUCLEI 

Donald Harvey Stork 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July 27, 1953 

I ABSTRACT 

The attenuation cross sections and cross sections for scat

tering into a ring counter were measured in a well defined geometry 

for positive pions of energies 33, 46, and 68 Mev. The targets were 

beryllium, carbon; aluminum, and copper. After correction for muon 

flux, accidentals, pion-mu01i decay, and multiple coulomb scattering, 

the results were analyzed in terms of a complex square well as treated 

by the optical model. The coulomb scattering and interference were 

calculated in the Born approximatiqn. A strong energy dependence was 

found for the interaction mean free path in nuclear matter. The energy 

dependence for the mean free path, X. , was suggested to be given by 
a 

and b was found to be 0.2l~~:~j. This was verified by a comparison 

of the optical model results with other published pion-nucleus inter

action data. Good agreement was found with the least squares value 

forb given as O.z'6 :I: 0.02, The interaction mean.free path thus derived 

was compared to that calculated by means of the multiple scattering 

the roy and the pion scattering amplitudes for the case of free nucleons. 

A rough agreement was found using the pion scattering phase shifts of 

Ander son, et al, and of Bodansky, et al. 

• 

:I 
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TOTAL POSITIVE PION CROSS SECTIONS IN COMPLEX NUCLEI 

Donald Harvey Stork 

II INTRODUCTION 

The total c~oss section for pions in compl·ex nuclei may be 

considered to consist of two parts: an elastic or coherent scattering 

cross section, cr ., and an interaction cross section, cr , that includes 
s . a 

all processes, such as star formation, inelastic scattering, and charge 

exchange scattering, that remove pions from the coherent wave. Adopt

ing a model in which the pion-nucleus interaction is represented by a 

complex square well, V + iV., of radius R = (h/m c)A1/
3

, an experi-
r 1 Tr 

mental measurement of cr and cr permits the determination of this . s a . 
complex well depth. It is expected that the behavior of the well depth 

with pion energy should reflect the characteristics of the pion-nucleon ,. 
interaction. 

The first experiments on pion cross sections in complex 

nuclei were performed by observing the interactions along both positive 

d t . . k . 1 1 . 1, 2, 3 f . . ' an nega 1ve p1on trac s 1n nuc ear emu s1ons or p1on energ1es 

between 30 and 100 Mev. The study was extended to pure targets with 

the cloud chamber experiments for 48 Mev4 and 62 Mev
5 

positive and 

negative pions using carbon as the target nucleus. Besides yielding the 

total cross sections, cr and cr , the above experiments gave additional s a 
information such as the star prong distributions and inelastic scattering 

from the nuclear emulsion experiments and the detailed angular distri

bution for t~e elastic scattering from the experiment of Byfield et al. ~ 
James Tracy

20 
has recently made a cloud chamber study of the pion . 

interaction in aluminum at several energies. Counter attenuation ex

periments as a function of A were done using negative pions by 
6 7 . . 

Chedester et al at 85 Mev and by Martin at ll3 and 137 Mev. In the 

latter case the results were analyzed to give the interaction cross section, 

(J • 
a 

The counter attenuation and scattering experiment described 

in this paper is intended to extend the pion-nucleus cross section data 

to lower energies in order that a better understanding of the behavior 

of the pion-nucleus interaction may be obtained. 

_j 
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III ;MEASUREMENT OF THE CROSS SECTIONS 

Three pion energies were chosen for this study: 33, 46, 

and 68 Mev. The target nuclei. wer~e~'beryllium; carbon, aluminum, 

·and copper. To distinguish the pions from the background, a momen

tum selection and pulse height analysis were made. The attenuation 

cross sections. for the va,rious targets and at the three pion energies 

were measur.ed in a w~~Ldefined. georr)etry. The cross sections for 

pion scatterin,g into a ring. c-ounter were obtained simultaneously.' 

A. Physical Arrang~ment and Procedure 

1. The Pion Beams. Two criteria were used in making 

the pion beams. First~. it was. required that the pion flux should be suf

ficient and the background small enough to make the measurements ob

tainable in a reasonable length of time. Secondly, the energy spread of 

the pion beam was required to be small enough so that an energy depend

ence to the cr0$8 sectionscould be clearly established. In the arrange

ment that was used, background problems were easily handled and the 

pion energies were sufficiently monochromatic,. but the flux was small, 

sq that only a crude measurement of tlie scattering cross section at one 

angular interval could be obtained. 

The general physical arrangement for the experiment is shown 

in Fig. 1. The pion beams were produced by bombarding either a poly-, 

ethylene or a carbon production target by the 340 Mev external scattered 

proton beam at the 184-inch synchrocyclotron. The target was placed 

in the 5 inch gap qf a large pair spectrometer magnet. Pions produced 

in the forward direction were bent through an arc o£'90° in an 18. 5 inch 

radius; leaving the magnet gap through a brass slit in a direction 35° 

to the norma~ of the magnetic field bou.ndary. The pions continued through 

a hole in the five foot thick concrete shielding and passed through a colli

mating counter inside the shielding and into the main counting system 

just outside the shielding. The geometry of the beam was such that be

cause of the properties of the fringing field at the exit of the magnet gap, 

a first order focus of the pion beam in the vertical plane was obtained . 

Thus,. in the vertical plane, a pion image at the counter system was 

formed of the proton beam at the production target. This. effect was 

verified expe:dmentally by observing the counting rate as the magnet 

was raised and lowered. 
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The external scattered proton beam left the vacuum syste!Yl 

of the synchrocyclotron as a sharp, nearly horizontal line. After leav

ing the vacuum system the proton beam traveled ten feet before strik

ing the pion production target. Multiple coulomb scattering in the exit 

window and in the air distorted the line characteristic· of the proton beam 

in this distance:. Consequently; a temporary extension of the cyclotron 

vacuum System back to the magnet was Used to preserve the sharpness 

of the horizontal line· of the proton beam.·.. The decreasing of the vertical 

dimension of the·proton beam at the production tc;trget .:served to decrease 

the vertical dimension of the pion image at the counting system. Thus, 

by means of this arrangement,: an i?creas·e in pion flux :():f a factor of about 

two was obtained. 

The definition in pion beam energy was provided by the ;mo

mentum selection determined by the production: target. width and position, 

the field exit slit width and position; and ~he~position:'of the· .. c:ounters. 

With a production target 1;..7 /8 inches wide, slightly narrower than the 

proto-n beam,. and an exit slit width·of 1-7/8 inche·s, the momentum interval 

for pions capable of leaving the target and passing through::the exit slit 

in the direction of the co-unters was sma'll enough·to· give a satisfactory 

·energy resolution to/the beam; ·This was -chosen as an optimum bala,nce 

between energy resolution and pion flux. 

For the two low 'energy· pion beams a polyethylene production 

target was used to take advantage of the large.cross section for there

action p + p - 1r+ + d. 8 This gave monoenergetic -pions in :the forward 

direction, and the- energy of the pion beam· wa·s adjusted by varying the 

-thickness of the polyethylene target; ·!?ions leaving the·thick target also 

remained monoenergetic, because of a compensating action described 

elsewhere, 9 but were degraded in en~rgy; In practice, ·to obtain the de

s.ired pion beam energy, the thickness.of polyethylene.target required 

-·was corpputed .from 'the stopping power of polyethylene,. the ·kinematics 

of the r~action p + p --" 1r + + d, and an approximate knowledge of the pro

ton beam energy': The counting rate was plotted 'as a function of magnetic 

field. A sharp peak appeared when the magnetic field was a:t the correct 

value to direct the pions from the reaction: p + ·p - 1r+ + d through the 

slit system in the direction of the counters. The mag·netic field was 

set for the peak flux· and the energy distribution of the. resulting pion 
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beam was determined by using ~opper, absorbers to measure the pion 

range distribution. Generally, the energy_'differed from_ the desired 

value by a few Mev and the polye~ylene production target thickness was 

adjusted accordingly and the above process repeated. To determine 

the absolute energy of the pion beams, int~gral range curves were meas-
. " .>:· ; . 

. ured. To obtain the energy distribution of the pions in the beam, dif-

ferential range curves were run. 

The highest energy, could not be reached with the reaction 

p + p -+ 1T + + d, so a. 2 inch carbon production target was used in this 
. . 10 

case. Here; the pions are produced over a broad spectrum and the 

magn,etic field was set to bend pions of the appropriate energy through 

the field exit slit as determined by wire trajectory measurements. 

A range curve was plotted and, if necessary, the field was changed to 

give the desired energy and the range measureme~ts we~e repeated. 

The energy was measured both before and after each run 

and in no case was a change in energy found, although there was evidence 

... of a s:mall change in proton beam energy from one run to the next. In 

Fig. 2, the pion energy spectra of the three beams are shown. These 

were determined by range in copper with a pulse height selection of the 

pions that will be described later. As the pions enter.kd the:att~riuati6ntar'g,et, 

after passing thirough the collimating, pulse height, and passing counters, 
. . ' 

the three pion beam energies and half widths at half maximum were 37. 5 ±: 

4, 51 ±: 3, and 73 ±: 8 Mev. For the two lower energies, most of the 

pions were from 'the reaction p +p -+ 1T + + d and the energy distribution 

was somewhat sharper than that defined .solely by the momentum selec-
' .. ; 

tion provided by the geometry of the production target, exit slit, and 

counters. The geometric momentum selection was quite necessary, 

however, to limit the energies of pions produced in the carbon in the 

polyethylene target. For the high energy beam, in which a carbon target 

was used,. the energy distribution was determined almost entirely by 

the geometric momentum selection. 

The pion bea:r:q flux at the counte~ system varied between one 

and two pions per square inc~ per second. This low flux required an 
! . 

efficient method of taking data. Such a method was found in the photo-

graphic recording method to be described ~ater. 
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2. The Counter System~" The 'geometry' and some of the 

details of construction of the counter system are shown iri Fig; 3. The 

beam pass~d first th~ough a tollimating counter consisting" of a 1/8 inch 

thick, 1-1/2 inch square anthracene crystal viewed through a short lu-

cite light pipe by a 1P21 photomultiplier. The bearri next pass:ed through 

the pul~~ height counter which ~o-nsisted of a 1/2 in'chthick; 1-1/4 inch 

square still:>ene crystal viewed on two· sides "through- short lucite light pipes 

by 5819 photomultipli~rs~ .A cylindrical 2 inch diameter aluminum foil 

reflector provided maximum light collection. Short signal leads from 
. ' .. .· .-: . i. : . .· .· . . 

the two 5819' s were simply connected together at a coaxial tee and the 

tubes were matc~ed in gai~ by suitably adjustirigtheir voltages. Stil

b-ene ~as chosen principally for its availability in a dear form at the 

time of construction. It was found that the two photomultipliers provided 

slightly better pulse height resolution than a single photomultiplier with 

a r~fle~t~~ at the opposite ehd of the crY:stal. · This is thought to be due 

to <i;n improvement in unifo~rn'ity of light collection across the crystal 

rather than an in~rease iri light collection. The third counter that the 
. . . . 

pion beam passed through was simply a passing counter, similar in con-

strti.~tio-~ to the pulse height counter. The crystal was stilbene, 1/4 inch 

thickand'orr~;~nd3/i6 inche:s square. Immediately following the pas sing 

coimter' was the' attenuation arid scattering t"arget. 
I . ··' : .·, . . . • ' .. •· 

Lastly was the back counter which consisted of a 14 inch 

dia~eter liquid scintiliating solution 1/2 inch thick; ·The solution was 

t~rph~nyl in phenylcyclohexane with the red shifter~ diphenyl "hexatriene, 

added. It wa~· conta1ned- in a·· 12 mil a.1u~irium foil' sealed to an aluminum 

ring by_ means of thermal setting araldite. The back· face was a 1/4 inch 

l~cite plat~ sealed to the aluminum ring by cold s~tting araldite and clamped . . 
for mechanical strangth. The l~!'inch diameter scintillator was divided 

into t...,;.,~·_sections by m'e~ns of alu~inu:m foil light baffles and reflectors 

placed_ behind the,lucite back face. In this way an 
1
inner 8 'inch diameter 

circle was viewed by four 5819 photomuitl.plier's and an outer 3 inch ring 

was viewed "by six 5819 photomu1tipliers. Signal leads from the inner 

four 5819' s were' com:1ected together to a 'single coaxial connecter and 

. leads fro~ -the outer' si~ 5Bl9' s 'were connected 'together to a second co

axial connecter. In this way separate signals from the two sections 

of the back counter could be obtained. 
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Because of the overlap in light collection, the fulll4 inch di

ameter could be used with no blind spots for attenuation cross section 

measurements. The ringsec:tion was originally designed to determine 

emperically the effect of multiple coulomb scattering, but was later found 

suitable for crude measurements of the scattering cross sections. Particles 

passing through the scintillator near the ·division between the inner and 

outer sections gave rise to a pUlse from both sections. However, by the 

establishment of a pulse height criterion for deciding which side of the di

vision the p~rticle passed through, the separation became satisfactorily 

distinct. 

Because of the smallness of the effects being measured, it was 

required that the back counter be essentially 100 percent efficient. In a 

trial model in which a solution of terphenyl in xylene viewed by 1P2.1 photo

multipliers was used, an efficiency of less than 90 percent was obtained. 

By examining the pulse height distribution it was found that this was due 

to poor light collection. The number of photoelectrons leaving the photo-. 

sensitive surface in the photomultipliers was so small that statistical 

fluc:;:t'\lations gave rise to a significant number of statistically zero pulses. 

Thi:s situation was corrected by the improved light collection in the final 

model. By examining the pulse height distribution, the number of statis

tically zero pulses was found to be completely negligible. 

To insure maximum collection of primary photoelectrons 

in the photomultipliers, .the voltage between photocathode and first dynode 

was twice that between each succeeding pair of dynodes. The response 

of each tube in the back counter was m.easured as a function of voltage 

by means of a Ra-Be source and an ultra-sensitive microammeter that 

was used to measure the anode current due to scintillation of the liquid 

scintillator in the presence of the source. Thus the response of the tubes 

cquld be matched by suitably adjusting their individual voltages. By 

the same techniquetthe uniformity of the back counter across its face 

could be determined. Both the inside section and the outside ring section 

had a response uniform to about 10 percent. The response was periodically 

checked with no significant change being found. 

The pion beam direction was defined by the exit slit and front 

counters to .within limits of 1-1/2°. The collimating counter was two 
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feet in .front of the pulse height ·counter tO' reduce random direction back

ground. The coU!lters themsel~es thus ·defined the--direction of the beam 

to within limits of 3°. Multiple coulomb scattering in the :erystals, al-

. thou·gh small,· b~rided to r·educe 'the angular definition p-rovided by the 

exit slit.ari:d counter geometry~ . , ·., 

The special·purpose of the pulse height .co·unter w.as to pro-

. 'vide a pulse 'height' selection as an 'aid in distinguishing pions from the 

backgrmu1d~· This will he described in detail in a later section. The 

passing counter was used only to form a coincidence. with the.collimat

ing and pulse height counters. Since the crystal subtended a fairly large 

solid angie in the backward direction from the attenuation target, some 

of the back scattering and star prongs from the target traveled back 

through the passing crystal and the--passing counter was not used for 

pulse height selec'tiori in order that these events should not be lost. 

This· effect ~as negligible iri the case of the pulse':height' counter because 

of the incre'ased separation between it arid the target: 

An attenuation event was defined as an event in which a par-

ticle that' had passed through the fr'orit three counters ·failed to reach 

either s-ection of the back counter. A ririg counter event was defined 

as one in which a'piuticle traversed the front three.counters and ap

peared to pass through the ring section of the back counter,. the pulse 

height criterion being used if pulses from both the inside and outside 

sections of the back counter were present. Since the pion beam was 

of finite extent, it was required· that the back counter be,'lar:ge enough 

so that the geometry was well defined. The angular efficiency of the 

back cotinter as a whole and of the ring 'counter section -is shown in 

·Fig. 4 for the two geometries that.: were'used in the present experiment. 

For most cases the 10 inch separation from target to back counter was 

used giving half angles of 21. 1° and 35° for the two back 'counter bound

aries. These angles will be referred to hereafter as .a1 and a 2 respec

tively. In the case of the alurnimirr:i·and copper targets at·the low energy, 

multiple coulomb scattering required both a· reduction in-target thi~k

ness and an increase in the angle subtended by the back counter. There

fore, in this ~ase, a separation of 7-3/4 inches was used resulting in 

hai£ angie~ o{ 26.6° for a1 and 42° for a.2 . ·. ·-· 
• 
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3. The Electronics. A block diagram of the electronics 

is shown in Fig. 5. ·Pulses fr()m the pulse height and passing counters 

were lengthe.ned by a condenser-resistor network and clipped at 0. 25 

microsecond by means of a shorted RG6~ /U cable in order to ip.sure 

stable operation of the feedback principle in th,e linear amplifiers. Pulses 

from all counters were amplified by linear amplifiers. Theamplified 

·pulses from the front three counters triggered variable gates which put 

out square, zs· volt pulses of 0. 5 microsecond duration. These were 

mixed in a coincidence unit whos.e output was a 20 volt, one microsecond 

squar'e pulse. · This output was fed into the trigger input of an oscilio

scope. 

From the second cathode follower output of the linear ampli

fiers for all but the collimating counter, the pulses were .fed through 

different lengths of RG65/U cable to a funnel Circuit. The funnel circuit 

consisted of fo-ur impedance-matched input voltage dividers and fou.r 

6AG7 feedback a_mplifier stages with a gain of two and with the plates 

connected in parallel. The output from the commori plate terminal was 

connected to the signal input of the oscilloscope, The purpose of the 

funnel circuit was to bring the four signals together at the oscilloscope . 
while providing separate attenuation controls and proper impedance match-

ing for .the delay line RG65/U cables. A Tektronix type SUA oscilloscope 

was used~ modified for a SXPllA cathode ray tube with a 12 KV supply.· 

All of the principal electronics units except the funnel circuit and the 

·oscilloscope were standard equipment maintained in the counting area 

at the synchrocyclotron. 

The operation of the electronics was as follows. If a particle 

passed thJ:"ough the front three counters, a coincidence was formed with 

the coincidence .. output triggering the oscilloscope sweep. Pulses from 

the pulse height counter; the pas sing counter, and from either section 

of the back counter, if present, appeared across the oscilloscope trace 

separated by means of the differe~t lengths of RG65/U delay lines. By 

means o.£ _test pulses it was found that the height of the pulses appearing 

on the osCilloscope trace were quite linearly proportional to the signals 

at the input of the linear amplifiers. Furthermore, it was found in tests 

with the proton beam and in the actual running with the pion beams that 

the pul-se heights on the oscilloscope trace .were linearly proportional 

to the energy loss of the particle in the counters. 
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4: Photographic Reco:t-~ding ·o:£ ·the Data. The oscilloscope 

traces were photographed on coritinuously.moving KodakLinagraph Pan 

35 mm film by m~ans of a General Radio camera. :After:a run was com

ph~ted, 'the film was processed' and the images of the~oscilloscope traces 

·.were exainin~d through the use of a: Recordak'n1icrofilrp vi:e'we·.r. Meas

· '· 'urements of the positions 'of th.e putses along the trace arid ·of·the height 

of the pulse·s could be made by·projecting the image on· ordinary ,graph 

paper. A ·sample· strip of the f'ilin is r.epro:duced .in Fig. 6-. The traces 

'represente·d a time duration of about five microseconds. and were 10 em 

in length on the oseillosc6pe:fa:'ce, ·Reading from left.to right.in Fig. 6; 

pulse number one is that from the pulse height counter. The second 

·'pulse appears at atime 0.84 microsecond after the first and is from 

the insid.e ·sect1on of the back counter. Pulse number three,_ when pres

e!rit, appears 1. 64 microseconds after the first and is. from the outer 

ring section of the back counter. The last pulse is from the·passing 

counter a,nd appears 2· .. 60 microseconds after the first .. · The separation 

of the pulses was obtained by the different length of delay line used for 

each signal: The· scale by means Of·which the separation of the pulses 

,was nH~asured. could be converted to a: time measurement and it was found 

that;the separation of the starting points of the pu).:ses could b.e readily 

dete~mined 'to within 0. 04 micro sec'ond. Consequently, .,this:.time could 

be conside.red. to be 'the effective' resolving time for determining coinci-

.. dences. The sca:le with which the pulse heights were 'measur.ed was 

divided into one hundred divisions with· a reading resolution of one di

vision. The pulse height distribution peak for the• pulse height counter 

was generally near ·30 divisions in height. 

The principal purpose for using this photographic.method 

· :of recording data was the simplicity with which a large amount of detailed 

information :could be permanently recorded .. The p:t'ice that was payed 

·.for the resulting effiCiency in running time was the tedious tabor that 

was involved in analyzing the film: ·The· number of~events.was determined 

. hy. examinirtg each image of the· oscilloscope traces.: An attenuation 

event was one in: which the pulses from both sections of the back counter 

were missing. ·A ·ring counter event. was one in which the pulse from 

·the inside' section of the back· counter was. absent while that f,rom the 

ring s:ectiori was present, or, in cases where ·the .partiCle passed near 
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the division between the two sections of the back counter, one in which 

the pulse from the ring section was larger than a certain minimum pulse 

height, while that from the inside section was smaller than a certain 

pulse height. Examples of events are found in Fig. 6. The third trace 

from the bottom in the figure is an attenuation event and the bottom trace 

is a ring counter event. 

B. Reduction of the Data 

1. Pulse Height Selection. By examining the pulses on 

the projected image of the traces on the film, relative puls~ height meas

urements could be made. As was mentioned, pulse height measurements 

of the back counter pulses were sometimes used for the criterion for 

ring counter events. Also the good efficiency of the back counter was 

verified by examining the pulse height distribution for the back counter. 

The principal use of pulse height measurements, however, was to aid 

in the separation of the pions from the background. For this purpose -

the heights of the pulses from the pulse height counter weTe measured. 

The pulse height distribution for the total beam flux was determined 

in this manner and is plotted in Fig. 7 for each of the three. energies. 

The peak in the pulse height spectrum is due to the pions in the beam. 

The full width at half maximum is about 20 percent and comes from a 

combination of a spread of about 10 percent in pion energy loss caused 

by the finite width of the pion energy distribution and a spread of 17 per

cent for the natural resolution of the pulse height coun,ter, the latter 

being primarily due to statistical fluctuations in the number of photo

electrons collected in the photomultiplier tubes. In Fig. 7 th~ shift of 

. the position of the peak with energy is proportional to the change in en-· 

ergy loss in the pulse height crystal with energy. 

Although the introduction of the collimating counter reduced 

the minimum ionization background to a negligible amount, the pulse 

height resolution was sufficient to distinguish the pions from minimum 

ionization particles. The largest background was found in the large 

pulse region and was probably due to a proton flux or stars e~;nd knock

on protons from a random neutron background. It was well separated 

from the pion pulse height. The only background that could not be dis

tinguished from the pions was that due to muons. Corrections for this 
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are discussed later. From the beam pulse'height>distribution, the frac

tion of the traces were deterrhined for which the p-u:lse ·height was inside 

the narrow pulse height band representing· the pi6n.s. This was applied 

as a correction to the beam flux. 

For every event thaL.~ was found, the pulse height was meas

ured. The pulse height distribution for the attenuation_events is shown 

in Fig. 8.for the medium pion energy. The position and shape of the 

peak corresponds to that ·of the beam pu,lseheight ~is.trfb~tion. The 

additional pulses just above the main pe'akare due to muons that . came 

from pion-muon decays ahead of the pulse height counter and .that>_ trav

eled through.the crystals arid ended their range in the attenuation target. 

This will b~ discussed i:n a later section~ The same, pulse height selection 
i 

that was used for 'the beam flux was applied to the events. ·All events 

in which the pulse height fell outside of the narrow·pion pulse height band 

were discarded.· 
1

If shoula be mentioned that the beam pulse height dis,.. 

tribution was determined by measurements on' each of·one or two oscil

loscope traces that folloWed art event trace. In this way a<random se

lection of traces was obtained and it could be verified that no drift or' 

change' in the pulSe height distribution o:ccured throughout ·a run. 

2. · Momentum Selection. In order to provide optimum use 

of the ~omentuin selection provided by the target and exit slit geometry' 

runs wei:e made with the production target removed. · By this means it 

was pbssible' to subtract out that portion ·of the flux artd events not due 

to the presence of the production target. After pulse>height selection, 

the flilx with the p'rod.uction target removed was from 2 percent at the 

low energy to 4 percent at the high energy of the flux with· the production 

target in p'lace. Furthermore, the fractional number 6f pulse height ~

selected events was the same under both conditions~ ·It was presumed 

that most of the target-out particles with the pion pulse height were 

actually pions produced. in the pr:9ton beam collimator walls ahd vacuum 

windoiw. Since the actu~l effect of this" tar(get-out subtraction was nil, 

the subtraction was dioscoritinued for the later rti'rlS. The combination 

of momentum selection and pulse height selection thus eliminated all 

background except for some of the muons arising from the decay of pions 

while in flight,· Vl!hich'thus had to be treated by: Special methods. 
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3. The Attenuation Targets. To obtain the cross sections 

as a function of nuclear size, four elements .were chosen for this study. 

They were beryllium, carbon, aluminum, and copper. Multip~e coulomb 

scattering made the choice of materials of higher atomic number unfeasible. 

In Tables I and II the target thicknesses are listed. As previously men

tioned, at the low energy it was necessary to reduce ~:e thickness of the 

aluminum and copper targets for the second run to reduce the effects 

of multiple coulomb scattering. Except for this, at each energy the 

energy' loss was the same in each target. The mean energies of the 

pions in the targets were 33, 46, and 68 Mev withan energy loss of 7 

or 9. 5, 10, and.ll Mev in the targets for the low; medium, and high en

ergies respectively. 

4, Calculation of the Cross Sections. From the total number 

of pulse height selected pions and the total number of pulse height se

lected events, the-fraction of the pions causing events was calculated. 

Runs were made with the attenuation target in and with the attenuation 

target removed. A subtraction gave the fraction of the pions causing 

events in the target. After correction ,for muon flux, accidentals, false 

events due to pion-muon decay, and multiple coulomb scattering, as 

described below, the attenuation cross section pei: target nucleus and 

the ring counter cross section per target nucleus were computed using 

the equation 

-Nux 
f = e { 1) 

where f is the fraction of events, N the number of target nuclei per gram, 

u the cross section in cm2 , and x.the thickness of the target in grams/cm
2

. 

C. Corrections_ 

1. Accidentals. The number of accidental sweeps was small 

and the number not obviously actidentals as determined by the increased 

time resolution afforded by measurements of the pulse separation on 

the projected trace image was negligible. As can be seen in Fig. 6, 

accidental single pulses appeared on the oscilloscope traces fairly fre

quently. If an accidental pulse had appeared at the position of the second 

or third pulse in the case of an event, these events would have been missed. 
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Consequently,· the ·acciden~al_··p'ulse £:r:equency was. determined for each 

section of film and a smaU correction made to. account for events missed 

because of this effect. ',/ ' :c" ; i 
' . ~ 

'A mb.re serious problem was. the, possibil~ty of an accidental 

appearing at the position'ofthe third pulse in the case of .a par~icle pas

sing undeviated thr·ough the .·counter sysJem;. This could be. misinterp

reted as a :ring counter event unless a satisfactory-pulse height selection 

was made on th·e second the· third pulses. · From a knowledge of the nor

mal pulse height distribution for the inside· section and for the ring sec

tion of the back counter and from a;measurement of the pq.lse height 

distribution and fiequency of the accidental pulses, a pulse height cri

terion for a ring counter event could be established.with a.maximum 

set for the pulse,frpm t:he inside section and .a minimum set for the ring 

·section pulse. ·.In this way the number; of accidental r.ing counter events 

was reduced to a stpa:ll correction; Accidentals were studied on the 

film for each target and energy .and corrections were made as shown 

in Tables I and II: •. 

2. Pion-Muon Decay.· Nature has endowed the p,ion with 

an Lnconv€mient lifet~me; · lf it were shor.ter, ,the present _experiment 

would· not have been .feasible .. ,J.f.it were. longer,, .there wo:uJd J?,ave been 

no problem. iAs it is, .pion decay was rather troubleso!lle; '.I;'he presence 

of muons in the beam, due to the decay of pions while ·itt flight, required 

a correction to both the flux and to the number of events. The muons 

from decay in flight were carried forward from the point of decay, by 

the center cif mass motion, within a narrow cone with the maximum de

cay angle depending upon the pion energy. The laboratory .energy of the 

muons varied between wide limits. For example, for 53 Mev .pions the 

muon energy spectrum went from 17 Mev, corresponding to decay in the 

backwards direction in the center of mass, to 73 .Mev, corresponding 

to decay in the forwards direction in the center of mass. Where the 

decay occured' before the pulse height crystal and passed through the 

counter system, some of the 'low energyrriuons could be distinguished 

from the pion beam by the pulse height selection. Because of the solid 

angles involved, :fhe important contributions to. the muon flux through 

the attenuation target came from de.cays immediately be,fore the pulse 

height' c'ounter and between the pulse height counter and t:he target. 
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The wide energy distribution of this muon flux was reflected 

in a wide range distribution such that most of the muons had considerably 

greater range than the pions. Consequently, to measure the ,muon flux, 

sufficient copper absorber was used to stop all of the pions and the number 

of long range particles having the pion pulse height was determined. 

It was assuq1ed that these were muons and a suitable correction was made 

for those which were :miss~d by this method. Thus it was foup.d that 

about 4 percent of the pulse height selected flux through the attenuation 

target was due to muo'ns .. This could also be calculated on the basis 

of the counter geornetry and the pion-muon decay kinematics .and mean 

lifetime. The calculation failed to explain all of the long range particles 

observed and it was presumed that the extra particles were muons coming 

from the region of high pion density ne~r the production target. These 

muons would have been fairly well selected in momentum and thus would 

have had sufficient range to be included in the measurement just described. 

It was a,ssumed that the muons did not interact in the target and a 4 percent 

correction was made to the beam flux. 

Afar more serious problem came from the pre~;~ence of muons 

having such low energy that they carne to the end of their range in the 

attenuation target. Such an occurrence would appear as an ,attenuation 

event, since pulses from the back counter would be missing, except in 
. . 

those rare cases where a muon-positron decay occured within a small' 

fraction of a microsecond and the positron passed through the back counter. 

If the low energy muon in question .came from a pion decay ahead of the 

pulse height counter, the pulse height of the stopped muon would be suf

ficiently greater than that of the pions and the event would be rejected 

· in the pulse height selection. Tpese events are found in the excess of 

large pulses just above the pion pulse height peak in the attenuation event 

·pulse height distribution of Fig. 8. The number and pulse height agrees 

well with the calculated value. However, for the stopped muons from 

pion decays between the pulse height counter and the attenuation target, 

·one was left with no recourse but to derive a correction analytically, 

This was readily done from the knowledge of the geometry, of the stop

ping power of the counters and targets, and of the pion-muon decay life

time and kinematics. These corrections are shown in Table I. The 

correction was largest at the low energy for beryllium and carbon~ 

There was a smaller energy loss in the aluminum and copper targets 

. at the low energy measurement and the correction was correspondingly 

less. 
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'The.·problem;was. simi~ar in_ the ca~e of the ring counter 

-.events.·-, Muons near ,the :~aximum 1abora_to~y d~;cay _angle, cou11- pass 

through the ring counter if the decay o<;:cured_be}l~nd the: p.uls~ ~eight 

· ·- counter .. ·• ·This would be recorded as -~ .. ring_ c()un,t_~r, -~cattering .event. 

·To make this correction a graphical anal y,s;is_ w,as.:made in _yv}lic,h the 

volume -behind the pulse height c.ouiJ.ter tll.ro-q.gh wh.ic;h the_pion(l?eam 

·passed Wtl.S ·divided U:p into small elements. Forth~ D;l'\lon~.(iecaying 

at each pos,ition and pion•. energy; .an ail,gular .proba.bility,dis~r~bution 
I . 

was calculated ·from the pion..::qtuon decay kineroatic:s._, .The .~uons were 

- sharply peaked at the maximum decay a~gle-tha't w,as 25~ f()r the lowest 

pion energy and slowly decreased with.in.c.rea;.sing en~rgy .. - This maxi

mum de·cay angle ·was generally just .in_side or outside. th~ inne_r boundary 

of the rir1g :counter and it was therefore nece~sary to .t.a,ke Jnto account 

the multiple coulomb scattering of the pions ~nd _m:g.ons in the c;rystals 

and targ•et~ ·. ·The multipl-e coulomb. sc::atte:ring -gave.-rise .to a. _small angu-;

lar spread of the initiallarge angle muon decay .. Thp.sthe .ring counter 

bocundary 'for any ·given azimuthal decay angle was approximated by a 

tangent line to .the actual cir,cular. boundary. ,By-assuming the multiple 

coulomb scattering to. be gaussian _in _the. polar, ~,ngle .. fl.bOll,t the. muon de

cay direction with a root•mean-square deviatign_ as giyen in the next 

'S'eCtion, the probability distribution of scattering. i!ltO any line parallel 

to• the line tangent to the ring boundary _co'J,ld be ,c;:a~cu:late.d. This is , . - . 

,.~simply the problem of multiple coulomb scattering i_nto a p1<:1.ne which 

passes through: the scattering point .at -a giyen ,a,ngle to the ,p()lar direction .. 
i . • 

This probability- distribution was folded· into thejangula::r ,distribution 

for the muons· d~cayil)g at t}le beam_.vol:ume el~ment :under c:or1sideration. 

-To account for th~ fill.ite extent of the p~_op·p.~am, the above 

.~result was' folded into ring counter. a11gular efficiency curves similar 

to those·.in Fig. 4; ·When integrated over angle, this ga:ve the probability 

-at :·each ·volume element that a 7 muon 'would pass,through :the _ring counter. 

This was multiplied by the .fraction of pions .. decaying in th,e y()lume el-

ement and'was ·.summed over the contributing be_am volume .... That some 

of the muon:s fr.oin decays. between. the two. front counters failed to travel 

throtigh the passing counter was taken into .a .. ccount. This procedure resulted"in 

the total fraction of the pion flux giving ris~ to false ring c.ounter events 

'-due to. pion-muon decay .. ·. The:se calculations;we.re .m.ade at e,ach energy 
....... 
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for each target and. for the case with the target removed. The target

in, target-out subtraction was made and appears as the muon decay c~r
rection in Table II. 

The correction can be traced to three effects: • first, the 

increased multiple coulomb scattering with the target in; second, the 

stopping in the target of some muons that would otherwide. reach the 

ring counter; and third, the dec'reased energy of pions after passing 

'through the target and the subsequent increase iti. maximum pion-muon 

decay angle. It is to be noted that at the low energy and for aluminum 

and copper at the medium energy the correction was comparable to the 

statistical uncertainty of the measured ring counter event fractions. 

The muon decay correction was based upon three things: pion-muon 

decay kinematics and lifetime, geometry and stopping power, and muL· 

tiple coulomb scattering. The first two were sufficiently well known 

, and the effect of multiple coulomb scattering depended principally upon 

the width of the distribution rather than its. detailed shape;· It is believed 

that the treatment of the muon .decay correction for both the ring counter 

events and the attenuation events was sufficient to make the uncertainty 

of the correction small compared to the statistical uncertainty of the 

measurements. 

3. Multiple Coulomb Scattering. While ideally a 91 good" 

geometry is desired in an attenuation type experiment, "poor01 geometry 

is required fo:r the multiple coulomb scattering where charged particles 

are being studied. Consequently, the geometry used in the present ex

periment might be described as "mediocre". Compared to the effects 

being measur·ed, multiple coulomb scattering is extremely large at the 

forwa:J:"d angles. It presumably falls off with angle like a gaussian and 

the multiple cou,lomb scattering was calculated by assuming a gaus-sian 

distribution in scattering angle with the mean square scattering angle 

given by 

~ 
8 = bZ (_~E)/pc, (2) 

where pc is the pion momentum in Mev, AE is the pion energy loss in 

Mev, ·z is the atomic number of the scattering material, andb is a slow!'y 

varying function of Z and kinetic energy. For this experiment the values 
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·of b wer:e·betwee~ J· 04 :~ndJ .. ?0. This formula w~s obtained by combin

ing ·the dE/Q.x- f.oq:pula Vl[ith th,~.rnean square scattering angle formula 

in a text by Fermi
11 

with the scattering formul~ m~difi~d, b_~ setting the 

minimum impact _parameter equal, to. ~he : .. radius of:the nuclei of the scat-

tering ·mate:td.aL For the t,h:i,ck targets, used .in .~he present experiment, 
. - . . - .. ' -. ; ~ ... - . . . .. . 

Eq .. (2) was -integratyd ()V;er the,en.ergy los;s ofthe,piqn~ ,in,; ~h.~ _targets . 

.. ·Based on calc;:,ulations ·of multipl!E! coulomb scattering at the 
: . . . ""•' .. . . ,· ' 

low energy, wh_ere this effect,was,.greatest,. the target thicknesses and 

:· _. · · geometry we,re chosen to provide a manag~ble corre7tion fo:r all but 

, Copper at the .loMT energy, the latter being used to check emp~:dcally 

the· multiple cou:lomb scattering correction~ Fo:J? .the second n,m, for 

' the case~of>aluminum and copper at the lqw energy, the target thickness 

was decrea_sed_and the angle.subtended by the .back counter was increased. 

·The multiple coulomb scatt~ring corrections were 7ompletely ,negligible 

in the case oft;he attenuatic:m cross sections. F.or the ring counter cross 
~ • • • ·• I , < 

sections the- mu.Itiple. coulomb scattering corrections are listed in Table 

.. :IL 
-~ .: . 

. That-the low energy copper ·eros~. sec_tions agreed to within 

statistic_s .is .considered a verificatio,n of the rnultip~e coul.qml? scattering 

correction:t6 about 15 percent in this particular cas~: Consequently, 

the ~uncertainty· in the ccHrection for the ,sec:ond run for the low energy 

copper was considered to be small_compar-ed to the statistical uncer-
. .. . .. . ' '. 

tainty. However .• at the medi~m ene,rgy, the correction for copper is 

-seen to be muc~ too, large sinse it gives rise to a large negati,ve cross 

section~ ·, In- the· analysis tha_t is to be desc~ibed later, it was found that 

the correctiop. s.houlci be reduced by a __ factor _of abouttep to obtain internal 

consistency between the copper results and the medium energy cross 
; 

sections fo~ beryllium, carbon, and aluminurr1. _No reasonable expla-

nation has been found .for thif? large dis~reyancy .. Consequently, all 

cross sections for which the multiple coulomb scattering cor~ection 

was comparable to or greater than the statistical uncertainty were not 

used for the analysis in the. later -sections. The cross sections that 

were discarded were those for the first run on the low energy aluminum 

and.for copper at all.ener;gies ex<:.e.pt fo.r_the.~econd run at lo~ energy, 
. . . . . . . ' ··' . '. ~ . 

-where .. the multiple coulomb:scattf:!ring_;tor~ection .was considered to 

be emperically. v;erJfied •. ·. , ., _; .... ., .... 
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IV THE MEASURED CROSS SEC TI6NS 

In Table I the measu:fed attenuation cross sections are given 

as well as the data and corrections pertinent to them. In the first column 

are the mean energies of the pion beams in the targets with the spread 

caused by the energy width of the beam and the energy loss in the targets. 

The second column gives the half angle, a
2

, subtended by the full back 

counter as shown in Fig. 3. In the next column are listed the target 

nuclei. The fourth column gives the dimensionless quantity, kR. k is 

the wave number of the incident pion and R is the radius of the nucleus. 

In the next column the measured fraction of pions attenuated from the 

beam by the target is given. The uncertainty listed is the standard de

viation due to the statistics of counting. The next two columns show 

the accidental and muon decay corrections as described in the previous 

section. The correction for multiple coulomb scattering was negligible. 

The column headed u /1TR
2 

gives the resulting measured cross section 
m 

divided by nuclear area. Nuclear area was taken to be 1TR 
2

, where R = 
r A

1
/

3
. A is the mass number and r =n/m c = 1.4 x 10-13 em. 

0 . 0 1T 
For the analysis' that": follows it was desired to remove 

the effects due to coulomb suppression of the positively charged pion 

wave function at the nucleus. This correction was derived in the follow

ing way. The classical particle picture was used for coulomb scatter

ing to determine the impact parameter for a pion pas sing at a minimum 

distance R from the center of the nucleus. This impact parameter was 

called bN and the eros s section divided by the effective nuclear area 

was written as u m/1TbN
2

. In the classical coulomb scattering, bN 
2 = 

R
2 

/(1 + V /T ), where T is the kinetic energy of the pion and V is c 1T 1T c 
the coulomb barrier, i.e., the coulomb potential at the radius R. Con-

sequently, the cross section divided by nuclear area, when corrected 

for coulomb suppression of the pion wave function at the nucleus, was 
2 

taken to be (u /1TR )(1 + V /T ) . The corrections and the corrected m c 1T 
cross sections are listed in the last two columns of Table I. 

Similar information is listed for the ring counter cross sec

tions in Table II. Two additional columns are for the half angle subtended 

by the inside ring boundary of the back ~ounter, a 1, and for the multiple 

coulomb scattering correction. The measured ring counter cross section 
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Except for the cases marked with an asterisk, the sys-

tematic errors were estimated to be small compared to the statistical 

uncertainties shown. forboththe ring counter and attenuation cross sec

tions. 

:::; 

,, :. 

· .. ·. 

,.: 



TABLE I 

Measurements of the AttEmuation Cross Sections 

Measured Correction ::1. " 
· · " · ·Fraction" · ·]?raxtfio:as , 

Target oLPionsJ · Times ·:lClQ 
''Pion · Thickness Attenuated .Acci- Muon..:' . 2 · J ·+ · · .. V c.·. 

2 Energy a 2 Target kR gm/cm2 Times JOQ denta1s decay a: .. ./1TR V /T a. (1~)/lTl\ 
. · m . c 1T . m · T,T .· 

f--·--·-f----·- -·-·· . -1------·--·-- ·--· --· .. -·- .. ·-~-- ·-- r----~---·.,--·---1 
33±6 35° Be 1.50 2.587 1.88±0.20 +0.07 -0.27 0.366±0.044 1.058 0.387±0.047 
33±6 35 c 1.65 2.555 1.84±0 .. 21 +9.07 -0.30 0.389±0.050 1.079 0.420±0.054 
33±5 42 A1 2.16 ,2.01?.,._ ~19 +0.07 -0.21 0.456±0.088 1.131 ().515±0.099 
33±5 42 Cu 2.88 2.342 L20±0.19 +0.07 -0,21 0 .. 486±0.090 1.220 0.593±0.-105 
1-----1---1--~--+---+-----l-·---:----c----+------·--·- ---··-

46±6 35 Be 1.80 3.452 2.93±0.27 I +0.07 -0.14 0.473±0.044 .. 1.042 0.492±0.046 
46±6 35 ,C 2.00 3.232 I 3.05±0.27 . +0.08 -0.17 0.570±0.052 1.057 0.60~±0.055 
46±6 35 A1 2. 60 .3.,_8.2.6 I ~2.~±0 0 2~ I +0. 07 -0. 17 0 ,_Q_6_6.±0 ·. 05~ 1. 094 0. 7 30±0'. 064 
46±6 35 Cu 3.47 4.224 2.45±0.25-++0.08 -0.17 0.606±0.064 1.158 0.7·02±0.074, 

68±10 35 Be 2·. 27 4. 60( i 5. 28±0. 32 -~ +O. 19 -0.01--- -~.-~;~:~~-0~~--· ~. 028 o. 7o3±0. 042 
68:!:.10: 35 c 2 .. 50 4.190 114 .. 46±0.30 +0.17 -0.01. 0.695±0.046 1.038. _0.722~0.0~~ 
68±.10 35 A1 3.28 ~-14·8- _4.75±0.32 !+0.16 -0.02. 0.840±0.055 1.064 0.903±0.059 
68±10 35 Cu ·4.37 5.620 4 .. 20±0.31 ;+0.15 -0.02 0.847±0,061 j 1.107 0.938±0.068 
L__. ____ ... --'-- ····~- ··-·-···---- ··--·---,--·-- ·-·------ 1_ __ ~----·~-----·--··--~-l---~- ---·-------------- i ' 

l 
N 
w 
I 

/ 



TABLE II 

Measurements of the Ring Counter Cross Sections 

I 
--,--- -------~- .. •. . ----~---- --·----~ ·---·· ---· ... -- - -·--·--· ---·-·--------- --------- ·---------------- --------- ,------·-·--·-----

I Measured Correction 
I Target .... Ring' ·Fraction 

~-P!on Thick- Counter_ T1imes 10,0;;. 
Tar·- ness 

2 
:F:ta~tidns / Acci- Muon Mu1t. · 

2 
1'+ . ~O'm 

Energ-y a1 (12 get kR gm/cm ·\ :o:LPwns:; denta1s decay cou1. ~u /rrR V /T- (1+V /T ... ) /rrR2 

· · · T1mes 100 Scat. m ', c ,1T c 1T 

- ---~-~----

'33±6 21.7° 35° Be J 1. 50 
I 

2.587 0.32±0.141-0:03 -0. 14 -0.001 0.031±0.030 1. 058 0.032±0.031 
33±6 21.7 35 c 1. 65 2.555 0. 55±0. 151 -0.03 -0. 18 -0-. 021~' 0. 074_±0. 034 1.079 0.081±0>037 I 
33±6 21.7 35 Al 2. 16 2.704 1. 13±0.25 -0.01 -0.23 -0.41. 0. 137±0-. 071 1. 131 0. 155±0.080* 
33±5 26.6 42 Al 2 .. 16 2. o 12 0.40±0.13 I -0.03 -0. 14 ...:0.00 0.085±0.045 1. 131 0.096±0.051 ' 

! 

33±6 21.7 35 Cu 12.88 3.242 4.90±0.60 I -0.01 -0.29 -4.42 '0.038±0. 165 1.220 0.046±0.201* 
. 33±5 26.6 42 Cu. 2. 88 2.342 0.91±0. 16 -0.06 -0.22 -0.40 0.090±0.060 1.220 0. 110±0.073 

I -' ' . 
r . I 

0. 028±0-. ozz 46±6 21.7 I 35 Be 1.80 3.452 o.27±0.13 1 -0.03 -o.o6 -0.00 0.027±0.021 1. 042 
46±6 21.7 3~ c 2.00 3.232 0.45±0.15 l -0.03 -0.09 -o.·ao 0.061±0.026 1.057 0. 065±'0; 028-' 
46±6 21.7 35 Al 2.60 3. 826 1. 02±0. 18 l -0.03 -0.20 ..;.Q,08 0. 148±0. 034 1.094 0. 16l:t::0.037 
46±6 121.7 35 Cu 13.47 4.224 1. 24±o. 11 I ;-0.03 -0.30 -1.66 (.:.0.23±0.05) 1. 158 --------- * I 

,_68±10 j21. 7 . Be 12.27 4,601 0.65±0.17 -~-- -O.OJ _~0.00 
.. .. , 

35 '-0. 00 0.071±0.020 1.028 0.073±0;021 
68±10,21.7 35 C 

1
2.50 4.190 0.64±0.18 I -0.06 -0.00 .;:;0.00 0.084±0.026 1. 038 0.087±0.026 

68±10 21.7 35 Al 13.28. 4.748 0.92±0.181 -0.06 -0.00·· -0.00 0. 146±0.029 1. 064 0. 155±0.031 
68±10 i21. 7 35 Cu j4. 37: . 5. 620 1. 04±0·. 18 ·· .. -0.06 -0 .·00 .. -0.36 0. 105±.0 0 020 1. 107 0. 116±0.035* i . 

--- -------------- ----· I . -------- ·----- ----- - ---·-····----
* Omitted from analysis due to uncertainty in multiple- cou1q~b. scattering correction. 

--- ------- -----~--

I 
N 
11:>-
1 
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V THE COMPLEX SQUARE WELL MODEL 

A. General Description 

The pion-nucleus cross section may be considered to consist 

of two parts, an elastic cross section, us' that is the coherent scattering 

by the nucleus as a whole, and an interaction cross section, u , that 
a 

includes an other processes such as absorption or star formation, in-

elastic or noncoherent scattering, and charge exchange scattering. 

Thus the measured attenuation cross section included all of u except . a 
for a s;mall fraction for ·cases in which an ionizing particle from the 

interaction passes through the back counter. It also included all elastic 

scattering for angles greater than a
2

. Thus the measured attenuation 

cross section ~ay be written as 

u 
m -F ua+Fc. a a 2 

u s 
(3) 

where F is the fraction of the interaction cross section included in the 
a 

measurement and Fa
2 

is the fraction of the total elastic scattering cross 

section for angles greater than a
2

. 

The ring counter eros s section included primarily the elastic 

scattering for angles between n
1 

and a
2 

and a small contribution due 

to ionizing particles from an interaction eveht. Single coulomb scatter

ing al~o contributed to the ring counter cross section, as did the inter

ference:between the nuclear and the coulomb scattering. The measured 

ring counter cross section may therefore be written as 

Aum = AFa ua + AL'a us+ Au . +Au (4) 
L.J>. L.J>. L.»: ~ coul. ~ inter£. ' 

where D.F 'and D.F are the fraction of interaction and scattering events 
a a 

reaching the ririg counter. 

Because of the "mediocre" geometry, the measured cross 

·sections were a mixture of the above types of cross sections and the 

measured cross sections were impossible to interpret by themselves. 

Consequently, a model was required for the analysis of thevarious com~ 

ponents of the cross sections. The coulomb scattering and coulomb inter

ference were treate~ in the Born approximation and will be described later. 

For the nuclear part, a model was chosen in which the interaction is repre

sented by a complex square well, V + iV., of' radius R = r A
1
/

3
, where r = 

. r 1 o o 
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I -13. n rn'!Tc = 1. 4 x 10 ern. _A plane waxe arnpl.itude outside the square well 

may be written with the spacial dependence eikx, where k = p /11 is the out-
1T 

side wave number and p is the initial pion rnop:1enturn. Inside the square 
'IT · - · ik'x . 

well the plane wave amplitude ,may be written, as e , where 

k 1 = k + k + ik =p i 4..-. ·"1 2 • '!TfH 
( 5) 

is the inside wave number. Here p'IT1 i~:? the cornp~ex Ir\Ornenturn of the 

pion inside the square well .. Although the analysis was irnplicity based 

on the Schroedinger wave equation, relativistic moment~ were used 

throughout in deriving the wave numbers. k1is the di~ference between 

the real part of the inside wave number and the outside wave number. 

k 2 is the imaginary part of the inside wave number. 

The amplitude of a plane wave inside the square well con

tains the term e -k~x which represents a detrease in amplitude. This 

is interpreted as the removal of pions from the coherent wave and k
2 

maybe expected to be directly related to the interaction cross section, 

CJ ~. The coherent scattering cross. section, CJ
5

, is strictly a wave 

phenomenon and will depend upon both k
1 

·and k
2

. Hereafter, k1 and k
2 

will be considered as the parq.rneters of the analysis rather than the 

complex square well, itself .. The problem was to find a unique pair of 

. parameters ·~ and k
2
; at each pion energy,:\fh'a:£1 would fit botf-the rneas

uted attenuation and r'ing counter cross sections and to eval?ate the ef

fect of the statistical uncertainty of the measurements in thi!:; choice. 

B. The Optical Model 

Ah exact solution for the cross sections CJ and CJ may be' a s 
obtained for the complex square well by means of a partial wave anal-

ysis. 
12 

However, calculation of the phase shifts as a function of k and 

R for the two arbitrary parameters k
1 

and k
2 

was found to be excessively 

time consuming and was beyo.nd the scope of this paper. Consequently, 

the approximate derivation of CJ a and CJ s by the optical model of Fernbach, 

Serber, and Taylor13 was used. The approximation in the optical model 

is the neglecting of refl~ction and refraction of the incident wave at the 

boundary of the square welL ·The cross sections as derived in the op

tical model are 

, 
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(1 + 4k R) ·e ~~kz~ /8~ 2:rt 2 
' 2 .. ... ... . .2 .. 

' ;' 2 ·' r. .. . ' . ' ·,_·.4k2Rl:/·· ' 2 2 
. us 1TR = 1 +t_2 ,.. (1 ·+ 4k2R) e .. · '] . 8k2 .R. , 

- ~/(k22R2 + kl2R~}5 {~2ZR2 - ~ 2R2) 

(6} 

t e.~Zk2R~~R (k
2

2
R

2 + k1
2

R
2

) + k2Rk1~ sin2k1R 

- e"'2k2R [kz 2R2 - kl2R 2) + 2k2R (k2 2R 2 + kl2R 2U 

k
2 

is the parameter K/2 in reference 13. 

The angula.r ~istribution in reference 13 1s given as 

1 4<kR . ·. r % -2k
2
Rt2ik

1
R)[k2R 2 -(14)~ l/Z /k~ 

f(e):.=k/2 ·tia (il +nl!_ -. e ' .· ' "Jp 1 (cos8). 

Froth this, th~re could be der'ived the fraction scattered at angles greater 

than :az.,· Fo.2 , and the fraction scattered ~nto the ring counter, .,6.Fa: . 

. This was done for several different pairs of parameters, k
1
R and k

2
R, 

with the result that these fractions were found to be independent of k1R 

and k 2R and were a function only of kR. This seems reasonable; since 

the angular distribution depends upon the number of orders of partial 
' 

waves present which in turn depends only upon the relation between the 

size of the square well and the wave number of t~e incident wave. 

Fa2 and ,6.F0: are shown as a function of ·kR in Fig. 9 for the 

two chqices of a.1 and a
2 

used in the present e~eriment. In the limit 

of zero kR the scattering is, isotropic. As kR is increased, i.e., as 

the radius of the square well is increased with respect to the wave length 

of the incident wave, the scattering takes on the nature of a forward

peaking diffraction scattering. The fraction scattered at angles greater 

t.han a 2 , Fni• decreases as the diffraction scattering is carried more 

into the forward direction with increasing kR. The fraction scattered 

into the interval from a.1 to a.
2

, ,6.Fci;c. increases as the diffraction scat

tering becomes more peaked in the forward direction with increasing 

kR. It then drops at very large kR as the diffraction scattering comes 

almost entirely within the angle a.
1

. 

( 7) 

(8) 
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C. Coulomb Scatter.ing 

The coulomb scattering and the coulomb interference were 

calculated by means of the Born approximation' .. In terms of wave num

bers, the Born approximation for the scattering amplitude for a spherical 

potential can be wr'itten as 

(9) 

where k is the wave number ofthe incident wave, kw is the wave number 

at the distance r from the center of the scattering potential, and Tl = 

2kr sin(8/2). Again relativistic wave numbers were used so that 

(10) 

\vhere V is the potential at r and E is the relativistic total energy. With 

.. this treattr.~ent, the example of the small angle covlomb' scattering from 

a point charge becomes relativistically correct and it was thus consid

~red an improvement ov~r the nonrelativistic case.··· 

For the present use, the potentia1 was taken·to be the screened 

coulomb potential of a uniformly charged sphere-of ·radius· Rand charge 

Ze in ·addition to the complex square well. V + iY., a:lso of radius R: 
. . r 1 

'.:_.· ( 11) 

, r >If~ · 

.··: .. 

After the integratio~ as indicated in Eq. (9), the coulomb scattering 

amplitude becomes, except for negligible Crb ss terms, 

fc(e) =- (6._ze2 E. Rz_a.._. 2c2)r.n.·_2 .. z··( .. , .· J) I 5 ;u ~ 1 Slrl T] - . Sln T] ·- T] COS T]lJ T) , (12) 

where Eq .. (10) has been used. The contribution from the complex square 

well is · 

( 13) 
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where Eqs. (5) and (10) may be used to relate the parameters k1 and 

k
2
' to the complex square well V + iY .. 

r 1 . . . 2 . 
It was found that the angu,lar d1stnbuhon of fy(B). ,was the 

same as the angular distribution for scattering in.the optical, model. 

However, the magnitude of the scattering w(l_s large:t;' for the Born ap

proximation than for the optical mode~. For small ~Rand k
2
R, the 

two models gave equal scattering, buti£ either parameter became large, 

that is, when there wa~;~ appreciable disturban.ce o,£ the incident wave, 

the discrepancy between the Born approximation and optical model in

creased. Consequently, fy(B) was renormalized in magnitude for each 

pair of k1R and k
2

R to agree with the optical modeL Since angular dis

tributions due to the complex squa.re well were the same for the two 

·models, it was believed that the interference term derived from the . . . . . ' . . 
rEmormalized Bo;-n approximation was satisfactory~. _ .. . 

From the differential scattering cross section, du /drl =. ~C + fy 1
2

, 

the contribution to the .ring counter cross section; due to. coulomb scat-

tering and coulomb interference was calculated by integrating fG
2 

for 

the coulomb scattering, and. 2fc times the real part of fV for the inter

ference, .over the solid angle from the inside boundary of the ring counter, 

o.1, to the outside boundary,d.
2

. The sign of the interference contribution 

was taken to be negative on the. basis of the cloud chamber experiment 

of Byfield, et al, 
5 

in which the el(l~tic scattering an-gula~ distribution 

of 62 Mev positive pions on carbon was found to have a pronounced dip 

for small angle scattering. This was interpreted by them as indicating 

that the real part of the square well was· attractive. Conseq\lently, for 

the pre~ent experiment, the coulomb interference was considered to 

be destructive and was subtracted from the pure coulom.b and nuclear 

contributions. 

D. Star Prong Correction 

There remains the question of what to use for F and AF in - · a a 
Eqs. · (3)•and (4L The nuclear emulsion

1
• 2 • 3 and cloud chamber experi-

ments4• 
5 

indicate that most of the intera_ction .cross section is due to 

star formation .. Consequently, the star. prong frequency and energy 

distributions of Bernardini and Levy
3 

for star prongs from 'IT+ in nuclear 

emulsions were used'for these calculations. Most of the protons emerging 
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from a star interaCtion were· of such: low energy that they .cQuld not pen

etrate the remainder of the target·and pass.through the a~umin~m foil 

on the face of the back counter. Consequently;_:at several depths through 

the target; the number of protons pe:r star capable of reaching the back 

counter was calculated, bas•ed upon the energy C3:nd freq~ency·:4istribution 

of sta·r pr_ongs in nuClear .. emuls'ions. This ~a;s average<! tp,r<;>~gh the 

target and it was found that about one ipni?,;ing prong. pe;r.:_ ~tar was capable 

of reaching the back counter. , . _ .,. 

Assuming iso:t;ropy of these. star prongs;, it was found that 

about 9 pe-rcent for a.
2 

::: 35° and l3 ~ercent for a.2 . = .42° <;>f.th~ interaction 

cross se'ction was lost in the measurement of the attenuation cross section 

he cause of star prongs reaching the back cou,nter .... Consequent! y, Fa 

was taken to:be 0. ·91 and 0. 87 for the two gepmet:des. Sim,ilarly, for 

the ring counter cross sections, AF.a_ was found to :be 9.• 055for the smaller 

··angle-geometry and 0:073 for the larger angle geometry. These calcu

lations are subject to ser_ious question, p~rticularly with ref?pect to the 

. · energy'dependence and dependence upon nucle.ar size. of the star prong 

energy distributions. However, ·the relative c:ontribu,tion of this effect 

was small~ . 

·:E. Deterti'lination of the Inside Wave Numbers 

To compare with the measured cro_ss ,sec~ions, a: and Au 
m m 

were computed according to Eqs. (3) and (.4). r F.o.r each target nucleus 

and pion energy, cur;es we:re 'plotted of u m and Ao: m v:er.sus either one 

of klro or k2r6·.a-q:d for-several-values of the 9.ther_para;r:neter. For a 

given elier.gy one parameter was then arbitrarily _chosen and the second 

·parameter was determined to give the correct meas\lred att~nuation 

cross section, u m, for each element at this energy. .'l;'p,e -~econd par

ameter was also assigned an uncertainty derived directly from the 

standard deviation of the measurement. The values of the second par-

. ameter for the several target elements were combined in the optimum 

'statistical manher. This procedure was ;repeated for a number of 

'choices of the first parameter giving-a set ofpai:rs of th~ parameters 

for best fits to the several measurements .of CJ ... at the given energy. . m ... 
Thus a curve could be plotted of ~:r0 versus k

2
r

0 
such that for an 

arbitrary' choice of one parameter, the curve determined the second 
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parameter for a best fit to the measured cross sections. This. was re

peated at the other two pion energies. Figs. 10, ·ll,· .. a!ld.l2 shqw the 

pairs of the parameters as determined by the measured. attenu.ation cross 

sections, u m'. at 33, 46, and•68 .Mev ... The dashed lil).es indicate the 

uricerta:inty limits as derived from the standard deviatio!ls oJ ·~he indi

vidual measurements· and combined ih the optimum f)tatisti.cal-·tnanner. 

This analysis was also carried out for, ,the mea~;ured ring 

counter c-ross sections; AU'- . Again; curves;·were plotted for pairs 
m. 

of parameters, ·k
1

r
0 

-and k
2

r
0

, that gave best fits to the ring counter 

data. These are also shown for the three: .energies in Fig·~; .10, 11, and 

12 with the uncertainty limits as derived· from the statistical_ uncertain-

. ties. It should be noted that the uncertainty limits no,:longe:r represent 

sta!ldard deviations in the true statistical-sense, due to the nonlinearity 

in the dependence ofthe cross sections on the parameters,;. However, 

'they are retained· to indicate the sensitivity; of the determin.ation of the 

parameters to the statistical uncertainty of, the data. 

In Figs. 10; 11, and 12: the intersectionf3 of the curves from 

the attenuation cross sections with the curves .from the ring counter 

cross section's give the pairs of'parameters for the best fit to both cross 

s'ections at the three energies. These are shown in Table III, 

TABLE III 

Parameters for the Best Fit to the Measured·Cre>ss Sections 
,---------,..----· 

33 Mev 

68 

I 
f 

I 

~ro 

0 18 
+ 0. 03 

. - 0. 04 

0 26 + 0. 03 
. - 0. 05 

0 17 +0.05. 
. - 0.13. 

T 
I 

! 

i 
i 
I . 
f 

I 
I 

k r · 
2 .o 

0 . 04 + 0. 03 
... - 0. 02 

0 03 +0.04 
. . - 0. 03 

. o· '1.7 ·+ o. 05 
. . . ·- 0. 04 

, . The uncert<;~.inties listed are approximately determined by the cross

overs of the uncertainty limits in Figs~ 10, p, and 12. 

For the above best-fit values of the pfi-rameters, attenuation 

cross sections as calculated according to Eq. (3) are plottedversus kR 
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•, in Figs. 13, 14; and 15 for the three pion energies .. · Also £;how:n are the 

• measured eros s sections cor.rected by the facto'r-1 + V c/T 1r: . It is seen 

· that while the total cross seCtion ·continues ;to rise with increasing kR; 

the. ,;mediocfe"; geometry attenuation cross.:sectio~ rises at first, levels 
. ' 

off; and· approaches the interaction croSS- sectipnwith incre(i_Sing kR; 

·This is readily uilderstood in terms of the:Jorward peaking.()fthe dif-

fraction scattering as kR is increased.-·· - .. :. 

·For the same parameters the -ring.~ounter. crosf),s~ctions, 

as calculated according·to.Eq; (4), are.plotted in.Figs. 16, 17, and 18. 

The contributions due to Square. VtrelL scattering, co~lomb s.cattering, 

- and coulomb inte:tfer-erice are also showri; as is t:Q.e star,prong estimate. 

·· Th'e m·easti.!t"ed ring:coun:ter .. cross sections,· corrected by the factor 

1 + V /T ,: ·are also plotted. in Figs.; 16; 17,. and 18 .. As ,previously men-c 'IT 

tioned·, the uncertainty in the· multiple c:oulomb- scatteringcorrection 

required the omission orthe copper •cross sections. at 46 -and68 Mev 

as well as the results fro:m< the: fir.st run on,alum~n-q.m and,_ t;:opl?er at 33 

· ·· Mev.· ·-~The geometry for beryllium and carbo~ at .the low energy was 

differentfrorn that for the aluminum and copper points in Fig. 16.and 

· · they are riot·shown-; ·-• The beryllium and.carhor:t cr_os.s .sections at 33 Mev 

w~re givE:m··negUgl.ble ·statistical weight and contributed l.i~tlf:l to the de

termination of the best-fit parameters. · They are, however, internally 

consistent with the final.choice of parameters at this energy. In gen-

· ·· ' eral,' the· rapid· rise in tlie. calc'ulated ring counter c:ross sections with 

increasing kR caused the measured points of greater kR to have a con

siderably larger statistical weight in the parameter analysis than points 

of lo_wer kR. Internal consistency for both the attenuation and the ring 

counte.r cross; sections is seen to be satisfactory .. · 

F.; :En1ergyDependence of the !nteraction Parameter and the Interaction 

Cross, Sections 

Of particular signifi·c~nce is the energy dependence of k 2 r
0

• 

The exponential decrease of a pion plane wave probability is e -Zkzx By 

conside~i.ng 'the ~orhple:X: -~q~are ·w~ll to. be .compb sed Of' ari aggregate 

of intera'c~ion' ceriter~ r'epr~sent~ci by th:~ hu'cleons in the nucleus, this 

expon'enti'al de~r~~se·rn~y be whtten 'as: e-Ncr ,_x, 'where N is the nucleon 

-. den,sity a~d (j .. is the cr~~.s ···sectio:h·' fo':r the' interaction of a pion with 
n 
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a bound nucleon in the nucleus. For free nucleons, the total pion cross 
. ·.· ' ' '· '. . "·14·' " ' ·.•, . 

sectio_n is found for pion energies of interest here to emperically sat-
. ' . ' : . 4 . 2 ' .... · 

isfy an en~rgy d,ependence giv.~n by p'TI' /E'TI' , where p'TI' is th~ pion mo-

mentum and E is the total relativistic energy.· This energy dependence . . 'TI' . ,' ' . ·.. ·' ' . . 
is simply the result of a second order gradient coupling theory for the 

pion-nucleon interaction. 

While the pres«r.nce of other nucleons in the nucleus compli-
. ..,, ,. ' 

cates the th,eor~tical picture tremendousiy, on'e may ignore, as a first 

appx:oximation, the effects of neighboring nucleons upon a given nucleon. 

With this si;mplifying assumption, o~e ~ay consider the interaction cross 
.. . . : .. 4 2 

section for a bound nucleon to be proportional top /E · . Consequent~y, 
. 'TI' 'TI' . 

one may Vfrite 

( 14) 

which is the p 4/E 2 energy dependence, since k = p /tr. andy = E /R , . 'TI' 'TI' 'TI' .. 'TI' 'TI' 
where R'TI' is the rest energy of the pion. b is considered' a constant. 

The values of k 2 r 
0 

determined by the present experiment are plotted 

in Fig. 19 as a function of pion energy. The curve representing Eq. (14) 

is also shown with b determined to be 0. 21~: g1 by a least squares 

fit. It is seen that the measured values are fairly consistent with the 

strong energy dependence given by Eq. (14) although the poor statistics 

do not allow a detailed comparison. 

The empirical validity of E~. (14) may be further tested by 

an.examination of the published results for the interaction cross section, 
. . ' 

& a' from other experiments. There have been several experiinents 

in which the carbon nucleus has been used as a target. For the cloud 

chamber experiments 4 • 5 the published cross section~ for stars, stops, 

and inelastic scattering were added to give u · ~ These were divided by 2 ·.. , .· . . a . . . 
'TI'R and multiplied by 1 :1: V c/T 'TI' to approximatdy re~ove the coulomb 

effect, The positive and negative signs are for positive and negative 

pions respectively. ~imilarly, the cross sections of Martin6 .were 

multiplied by (1 - V /T ). The re_sults are plotted in Fig. 20 as a func-c 'TI' 
tion of the dimensionless parameter kR .. The carbon interaction cross 

sections, as determined in the present experiment by the 'optical model 

analysis with the values of k 2 r
0 

in Table III, are also shown! These 
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~· ; 

were compared with the interaction ~ross section, a. ; ·;as)tiilculated 
,, . . . . . , a. .. 

from the optical model. as rep.res'erited 'i)y Eq. '('6)', 'with the energy de-

.. p~:nde:nce ':for,k2 r
0 

as given l;>Y Eq: ;(14). A least squares fit using all 

the plott-ed data wils mad~ givit1g' for the. best\alu'e-'bf b ·in 'Eq. (14) 

0 . 2 6 '± 0 .. 0 3 . . .. ' . 

The sharp drop of the nuclear' erriuision·cross ~edions with 

decreasing energy is also expiained by Eq .. (l4). The published results 

.. for the cross s~ctions.fo~'sta~s. stop~.; and inela'stic s'c'atters in nuclear 
· ' ..... · · .. . · · · · r 2 3 .. · .. -. · · · · · · · ·· ·. . · · .. .., . • ..... · . . > 

emulsions ' ' were added to give d . This was divided by the weighted 

a-verage·f~r .'IT.R2 for nuclear elnulsicn{ given by:Brcidner;' ~t ai 3 and mul

tiplied'by.l -~ V )T '. Thes~ are pl~'tted ver~~~ kR in F'ig:, 21. A le.ast 
c 'IT . 

squares fit gave b = 0. 24 ± 0. 04 for the po s:ltive 'pib:rl data and b = 0. 36 ± 

0.07 for the negative p~on data. The resulting curves for the interaction 
. . . ' . 

cross sections are also 'shown hi Fig. 21. 

Mean ~':Fre.e Path for Interaction 'in N~clear Matte'r ·· .. ' 
· .. :' 

The data. f~om the pr,esent eip:erimEmt andfroin o'ther experi

..... ments may'b~ treated iri still ~n~ther w~y. Writing e"" 2kzx = e -xAa, 

. :..; 
o~emay i~te_rpr~tX.a.as the.meanfree path for int~raction ofpions in 

nuclear matter; where 
., \' '; 

:·,· 

(15) 

From the valu~s. of k2 r~- deterinined' by th~ preseht experiment and anal

.. y~is at 33, 46; a~d 68 Mev pion ~ne~gi~s, the' medri'fr~e·'path in units 

... ·~f r , A. /r ,' c~~ be c'alc\llated. Si~ilarfy, by d~ri~irig th:e qu~tity 
o, a o . . . .. . . . 

~ (1 ±. v /T .> /'IT:R2 f;o~ .t:he ·publisheddata 6£ the other: ~*pe~iments . a . c .. · 'IT . .. . . 
'listed 'abo~e, it is possible to deterinine th'~ val~es of k2r~:at several 

'oth~r energies by,mea:ns' of the optic~l model ilnaly.sis as represented 

b.y. Eq.· (6); Th~n, by usi~g Eq. (15'), the'\ralues }or th'e mean free path 
· ... /, ''!". 

for interaction in nuclear ~atter ~ay be caicuiatecf' The va:dous re-

s~lts" for :.X.' /~ ' a;~ given in .. Fig~·· 22 pl~tfed ~g-~i~~t'pio~ kinetic energy. 
. . . . '.: . . · . a ·o , .. .. .. :.. . .... , . , . 1 ... :- .... 

. . This is to be compared with the energy dependence of'X. /r . as given 
·: .·. .. .. ·'; .·.: .• ... ' .· .• ' .. .c:. ;. ;, . · .. · .. · ,· ...... · ... · ,· .. ·., .. ;''·!·fl . .. o .. 

py Eq!?. (14) and (15). The resulf·for a least' squares fit to all plotted 

pointsis .shoWl'l in Fig.z2: .. The ~alu~-~fb in;Eq. (14) givingthe best 

fitisb~·0-.262.±0.023.; , .. ··· ·' · ...... 
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A summary for the .various values of b determined by the 

optical model analysis and by vadous sources of data, as discussed 

above, is given in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Values of b from Least Squares Fit 

Source 

The present experiment 
(see Fig. 19) 

All carbon data 
· . (see Fig. 20) 

Nuclear emulsion data 
for n:+ (see Fig. 21) 

Nuclear emulsion data 
for n· (see Fig. 21) 

All of the above data 
(see Fig. 22) 

b~fron:;1 Eq. (14) 

0 '21 ;+ 0. 04 
• - 0. 03 

0.26::1:0.03 

0. 24 ::1: 0. 04 

0.36::1:0.07 

0 . 2 62 ::1: 0 . 0 2 3 

H. ·Relation: to the Interaction of Pions with Free. Nucleons 

It was previously assumed that the effect of a nucleon being 
. . 4/ 2 bound ~in a nucleus had no effect upo~ the free nucleon p1T En energy 

dependence, and the normalization for this energy dependence was de

termined by the nucleus interaction cross section data. Satisfactory 

agreement with the results of this simplifying assumption was found. 

However, it is unnecessary to depend upon this oversimplification. 

The square .well parameters may be determined by combining the inter

action of pions with free nucleons with the multiple scattering theory 

in which the presen·ce of neighboring nucleons is taken into account. 

As presented by Lax
15 

and applied to nuclei, the multiple 

scattering theory considers the nucleus to consist of an ensemble of 

interaction centers or iSCatterers representing the nucleons, the ensem-

. ble being described by a given probability distribution in space and 

quantum states. To determine the interaction of an incoming wave with 

this ensemble, the total wave is found and averaged adiabatically over 

the ensemble distribution. The case of a homogeneous medium (uniform 

spatial density) is considered and the equation 
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(16) 

is found to determine the magnitude of the propagation vector in the me

dium of the scatterers. k' and k are the inside and outside wave num

bers, n is the density of scatte~~ers given by n = (41Tr~ 3 /3)-
1

, and cis 

a constant depending upon the cor~elatio~ between pairs of scatterers. 

For the present application, c was taken to be unity. f(0°) is the forward 

scattering amplitude in the case for a free nucleon. 

To calculate f(0°), phase shifts were used that were derived 
. . 16 . ·. . . ' ... ' . 

by Anderson, et al from the angular .distributions at 120 and 135 Mev 
. + +-- - 0 
for 11' - 11' , 11' - 11' , and 11' _,.. 1r with a liquid hydrogen target. Six 

. T 
phase shifts were derived. These aFe denoted by aLJ' where T is the 

total isotopic spin, L is the total orbital angular momentum, and J is 

the totala:rig~lar momentum. The.sixphase shifts, were forT= 1/2, 

3/2 and for ~~gular momentum statess1/ 2 , pl/Z and p3/ 2 . The scat

tering amplitiude is derived by a tr'ansforrnation' from the initial state 

described by quantum numbers (L,, S, mL' m:5 ) to" the intermediate state 

describec:f by quantum numbe.rs (L •. S, .. J, m}by ~eans of the Clebsch

Goifdan coefficient (L, S, mL' msl L, S, J, .m i· This is followed by 

a transformation from the intermediate state to the final state described 

by ql,laptmn nl}mbers (L, S., rnL' m
5

) by means of the inv'erse Clebsch

Gordan coefficienL The coefficients are evaluated in Condon and Short-

1 . 17 
ey. 

For the particular case of zero degrees, the scattering ampli

tude~· for the three· angular mo.mentum states a're 

··T·· 
2i T •. a (e 0Pl/2 -·1)/2 ik,, pl/2 = - ·-;.. 

··T 2i T 
'·.;· &p.: '· 1)/ ik. a .- e 

.. .p3/2 ~ 3/2 

. ' . . . . . 
. For each isotopic spin st~te, the. scattering amplitude is 

aT= L a~.J 
LJ 

·· .. ' 

'' . ., . . . .· 

For convenience, spinar wave functions have· be~n ~eplaced by unity. 
' .I ~· 
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To determine the contribution of these ~catte~ing amplitudes 

.·to the individual types of pion-nucleon interactions the pr.oblem is con

sidered in isotopic' ~pin space under the as su~ption of conservation of 

total isotopic spin. A transformation il? made from the initial state (T 1r' 

T:&, rn7 1T, tn7N)'through a!). intermediate state (T'IT~ 7'N' T •.. mT) to the 

final state (7' 1r' fN' rri7 ' , in7 ) b)( means of the correspondiri'g Clebsch-
.. . 'IT N . . . . . .·. 

Gordan coefficients. Here, T is the total isotopic spin, T is the pion 
'IT 

isotopic spin, 7' N is the nucleon isotopic spin, and m refers to their pro-

jections. It should be rioted that in contrast to the previous angular mo

mentum problem, here the projections m7'1T and m 7 retain their identity 
. , . .. . N . 

since these distinguish between positive, neutral, and negative pions 

and between protons and neutrons. The scattering amplitudes for each 

process are found to be 

f ('IT-+ p _'ITo+ n) = fi (a.3/2 _ a.l/2)_ 
' . 

Tl;lese were calculated from the phase shifts given by Anderson, et a1.
16 

For the application to the multiple scattering problem rep

rese~ted byEq. (16), the fact that the nucleus is composed of both pro

.tons and nucleons must be taken into account. Thus, in the case of posi

tive pions,· for example, one must write 

where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N is the number of 

neutrons, and A = N + Z. For the present application Z was taken to 

he equal toN. f + + (0°) was calculated as described above and 
. . 0 'IT p . 

f + + .. (0 ) was determined from 
TT n 

where the positive sign is taken for the pseudoscalar (PS) pion field and the 
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negative s~gn is taken for the pseudovec~or (PV) or scalar (S) pion field. 
18 

Since these scattering amplitudes are for the center of mass system of 
. ' ' ... 

the pion and nucleon, the scattering amplitudes were transformed to the 
. ( ' ' :" i • . •·• . ,. : 

laboratory system for application to the multiple scattering in the nu-
• • • \ • • • •• J • ·- • 

cleus. From this, the parameters k
1
r

0 
and k

2
r

0 
were calcul~ted from 

Eqs. (16~ and (5) .. The sign of the scatt~ring a.mp1itude,~as ~(iken to be 

that c:orresponding to a repulsive square well .. The me~~-n ~~~e path for 

inter actio~ in nuclear matter was then calculated by using Eq, (15). 

This was done ,for bothth~ PS and PV o,r S ca~es. . . : , , ,- ,. 

. Similar calculations were performed using the phase shifts 

determined. by B~d~msky et a1
19 from the TT + + ~ angular di~tribution at . . . ·. . ' -~ ·. . . ,, 

58 Mev. They_assumed scattering _thr~ugh th~ T = 3/2 isotopic spin 
, • I . 

state only and thus have three phase shifts for ~he s1; 2 , :pl/2·',, and p 3; 2 
angular momentum states. The signs of these phase shifts may be ar

bitrarily changed except for the coulomb interference. At 58 Mev, 

Bodansky et al, 19 find sufficient ~oulomb interference to give two dif

ferent sets of phase shifts corresponding_ to positiye and negative coulomb 

interference. The former is referred to by them as the case of posi

tive o.;{}
2 

and the latter,_as the case ofn~gativeo.;{}2 . While the latter 

is found by them to be statistically more probable, the former is not 

. disal~o;-ved. Using their results for the twp cases, "'-a/r 
0 

was~ calculated 

for both PS and PV or S fields. 
' .. : .. 

In Fig .. ~3 the values of }>. /r .. calculated from the __ above phase 
a: ' 0 

shifts for the PS and PV o; S cases are shown for l20 and 135 Mev and 

for .the: positive ~~d ~~gative o.~{}2 c~s~.s ofBodansk)T -~~ .a1~9 :~t 58 Mev. 

Also shown is the curve giving the mean free path for the. best fit for the 

pion:-nucleus interaction. The points for the PY or S field are clearly 

much too high, pointing out the favorability of the PS pion field that is 

generally accepted tod~y,. No attempt was made to derive the statistical 
! . ~· ; . . ··, • ; . < 

uncertainty for the plotted points,. so it is difficult to tell ":'1-'hether the 

fact that the plotted points correspond to longer mean .free paths than 
. . . . : . . . . 

are derived for complex nuclei is due to a failing oft1le analysis or due to 

the statistical uncertainty present in the data. However, it is seen that 

the points derived from the interaction of pions with free nucleons do 
; ·, 

qualitatively follow the energy dependence found from the interaction 

()f pions_ with complex nuclei. 
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VI DISCUSSION 

Although the statistical uncertainties were rather large, 

expecially for the ring counter cross sections, the two inside waye 

number parameters c<;mld be adjusted to give internal consistency be

tween the calculated cross sections and the seven or eigbt measured 

cross sections at each energy. This points out the usefulness of the 

optical model treatment -of the complex square well interaction in in

terpreting the data. The strong energy dependence of the interaction 

suggested by the analysis of the data and shown in Fig. 19 was assumed 

to be the same as that for the free nucleon case. This assumption was 

emperically verified by a comparison with both the results of the present 

experiment and the results of other experiments. 

That the optical model should provide a consistent picture 

of the pion-nucleus interaction over a wide range of energies may be· 

at first surprising in view of the optical model assumption. of no reflec

tion or refraction at the square well boundary. However, two t];lings 

reduce the error in using this assumption. First, one may expe.ct that 

in reality the effective boundary of a nucleus is much less abrupt than 

the step function used for the square well. This should reduce the ef

fect of reflection and refraction from that obtained in an exact solution 

to the square well problem. Secondly, for the case of the ·interaction 

cross section, the reduction of the wave amplitude passing through the 

nucleus due to reflection at the entrance boundary should to some extent 

counteract the increased path length inside the square well due refraction 

at the boundary. Consequently, the optical model may be applied with 

a fair _degree of confidence. 

It has been pointed out5 that a. wave analysis fails to explain 

the large amount of back-·scattering found in the nuclear emulsion
1

• 2 • 3 

and cloud chamber 
4

• 
5

• 
20 

experiments. The experiment of H. Heckman
21 

. 22 
is also pertinent. LeLevier has suggested ·. that a strong repulsive 

core to the nuclear potential would give rise to the back-scattering from 
23 the wave analysis. Peaslee has attempted to explain these results 

·by adopting an extreme single nucleon scattering model. While these 

back- scatterings are elastic within the rather broad uncertainty of the 

energy measurements, they may, however, by- incoherent scatters in 
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which the pion interacts with a single nucleon rather than the nucleus 

as a whole. If so, the large back-scattering is expected from.the re-
. 16 19 

sults of Anderson; et al, and of Bodansky, et al. In terms of the 

analysis considered in the present experiment, such events would be 

included in the interaction cross section, u a' rather than ,the coherent 

scattering cross section, u • 
s 

It is· seen from Figs. 20 and 21 that at .the highest energies 

the interaction cross sections are somewhat larger than the curves would 

·predict. However, for the strong interactions .found at the high energi~s, 

the cross section1 which approaches nuclear area, is quite insensitive 

to the interaction parameter. Cross section measurements in this case 

serve only to define an upper limit to k
2

r 
0

• However, for. these cases, 

it is seen that the interaction cross section is quite sensitive to the nu

clea-r radius. Consequently, although the discrepancy could quite easily 

. be due to statistics, a larger nuclear radius or the ciorninance at high 

.energies of long range force terrr'l·S WOUld imp.roye the agreement in these 

cases. 

Some credence .to the energy dependence found for the mean 

free path in a previous section is given by the rough agreement between 

. mean free paths as determined by the optical model analysis of the pion

nucleus interaction data with the mean free paths calculated from the 

pion scattering amplitudes for free nucleons by means of the multiple 

scatteringtheory. For .the latter calculations, aside from statistical 

.. uncertainty of the measured. angular distributions, c;leviations may arise 

bec'ci.use oLthe approximations in either the phase shift analysis from 

the measured angular distributions or the approximations ~n the multiple 

scattering. In the case of the phase .shifts, Anderson, et ?-1, 
16 

assumed 

scattering in the s and p state only and found relatively small scatter-

ing in the forward direction according to the derived angular distributions. 

Consequently, even small contributions from states of hig~er angular 

momentum may significantly effect the forward scattering required for 

the multiple scatte.ring theory,. Bodansky, et al, 19 in addition assumed 

zero scattering in the T = 1/2 isotppic spin state~ Since th~ forward 

scattering is already relatively small, a change in the derived angular 

distribution with the T = 1/2 state in,cluded could have a large effect upon 

the forward scattering. 
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Iri the multiple scattering theory, the 'principal assumptions 

are .the uniform density of nucleons and the lack of correlations between 

neighboring pal.rs of nucleons. The former may be expected· to be satis-

· factory except for a possible concentration of protons .near .the surface 

of larger nuclei as indicated by deviations from nuclear transition states 

as predicted by the single particle model of the nucleus. ·The assumption 

of a lack of correlation-was not investigated here. ··However, in the ex

ample of the effect of the Pauii p·rinciple, it is seen that for pion ab

sorption there are few forbidden final states due to the large excess of 

energy obtained from the pion rest mass. 

It was found that in applying the multiple scattering theory 

the contribution· from 'IT+ + p was greater than 'IT+ + n and that the contri

bution from 'IT~ + n was grea.ter than that from 'IT + p.· Consequently, 

for large nuclei with N significantly greater than Z, the interaction cross 
. ~ . . + 

- section for 'IT · should be larger than that for 'IT • Although no calculation 

was made using the· weighted average of N and Z for nuclear emulsion, 

this probably accounts for the fact that even·after the coulomb correction 

'IT- intera¢tions are significantly greater than 'IT+ interactions in nuclear 

emu!Sion;as seen i.n Fig. 21 and T~ble IV. In Table IV it is seen that the 

averag·e of b for 'IT+ and 'IT"" in nuclear emulsions is in good agreement with 

the result for carbon where N = Z. 

"In: addition to being of some interest in themselves, the re

sults of this experiment and analysis may serve two other purposes. 

In experiments requiring the identification of pioris by their stopping 

or range, corrections must be made for interaction of the pions in the 

energy-degrading material. The attenuation crpss sections were found 

in this experiment for a given geometry and are shown in Figs. 13, 14, 

and 15. From the ring counter cross sections shown in Figs. 16, 17, 

and 18, attenu~tion cr,ess sections can be determined for a second ge

ometry of smaller angle. For a sufficiently bad geometry degrader

detector syste.m, i.e., bad geometry with respect to diffraction scat

tering, the interaction cross section may be used. In this case, at 

high energies, .where the correction is greatest, nuclear area is 

used. At lower energies, where the correction is considerably less, 

a cross section smaller than nuclear area is used as seen from Figs. 

13, 14, and 15. Where the geometry is "mediocre", the correction is 

sensitive to the angular distribution of the diffraction scattering. Since 
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.. . coulomb interference enters in and the effe.ct depends upon the geometry, 

a detailed study of the correction was not attempted. Ho.w.eve:r, for a 

rough estimate of the diffraction scattering effect, the_ Bo:rn approximation 

~: angular distribution of Eq .. ~13) may be used, with t4e total .sc:~tt.ering 

.. · :..:dross•secti6ns, which may be determined from F,i:gs ... 13,::14: .• ~.nd 15 . 

. -~ The. ihcluding•.of some diffraction scatte'ri·rtg will thus increa.se the at-

tenuation c:orr.ection •. ,:, .. , .. ; .. 

Another.application_.of the results: is to the probl:em of pion 

production·in complex: .nuclei wh.ere reabsorption has:,a strong .effect. 

Here a fairly exact treatment may be use.d. The mean fre~ path for 

_,.,interaction in nuclear matter is taken to be that-given by Eqs. (14) and 

.::: .. . (15) with the constant b giyen in Table .IV. , In obtaining .this, Jhe inter

action~mean free p.ath was derived from the effects of the .interaction 

~\·~·. by m'eans,ofthe optical mo,del .. To obtain the reabsorption ofpions in 

.. ·' \.: the. productio-n problemi. one can derive the effects of the interaction from 

the interaction i:nean free path by means of a similar model. For this 

·case.the decrease-in pion :pr.obability amplitude is e -x/~a and boundary 

. ' effeccts. :are •neglected!' Thus, .in a sense, the optical model is .cancelled 

· 'out to a certain:·extent .. It c.an be seen from Fig. 22· that·at high pion 

ene.rgies;. even the smaller nuclei are quite opaque and a. strict A 
2

/
3 

production law should be expected·. For fairly low p·ion energies, how

ever, even. the largest, nucleus is transparent to .. a c:onsiderable degree 

. ''~' ·and·the production c·ross cgectidns .. should approa:ch al1:A dependency, 

·,if no- other ·effercts :contribute.. •"· 

:·· 

._,._.··-
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l ;. ;, : •. ~.- ~ 

~--. 

,_; .··· 
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Fig. 2 Energy distribution o£ the pion bearr. s. 
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Fig. 3 Detail of the counter system. 
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Fig. 4 Angular efficiency of the back counter showing the 
ring section. 
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the electronics. 
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Fig. 6 Typical section of the film showing the pulses on the 
trace images. Pulse A is from the pulse height counter, 
B is from the inside section of the back counter, 
C (when present) is from the ring section of the back 
counter, and D is the pulse frorr. the pas sing counter. 
Trace I is an attenuation event and Trace II is a ring 
counter event. 
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Fig. 7 Pulse height distribution of all particles in the beam 
at the three pion energies. 
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Fig. 9 Fraction scattered into the back counter, Fa.2 , and 
fraction scattered into the ring counter, .6-F a.' for 
the two geometries used in the experiment. 
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Fig. 10 Sets of parameters, k1r 0 and k 2r , for best fit to 
the measured attenuation and ring counter cross 
sections at the low energy. 
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Fig. ll Sets of parameters, klr 0 and k 2r 0 , for best fit to 
the measured attenuation and ring counter cross 
sections at the medium energy. 
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Fig. 12 Sets of parameters, k1r 0 and kzr
0

, for best fit to the 
rrJeasured attenuation and ring counter cross sections 
at the high energy, 
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Fig. J.3 Comparison of the measured attenuation cross sections 
at the low energy with those calculated by means of the 
optical mod·el. k1r 0 and kzr 0 have the values determined 
by the intersection of the two curves in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 14 Comparison of the n~easured attenuation cross sections 
at the medium energy with those calculated by the optical 
model. k1r 0 and kzr 0 have the values determined by the 
intersection of the two curves in Fig. ll. 
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Fig. 15 Comparison of the measured attenuation eros s sections 
at the high energy with those calculat.:;d by the optical 
model. k1r 0 and kzr 0 have the values determined by 
the intersection of the two curves in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the measured ring. counter cross sections 
at the low energy with those calculated by the optical 
model with the coulomb contributions determined from 
the Born approximation. The values of k1r 0 and kzr 0 
are those used in Fig. 13. 
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F'ig. 17 Comparison of the measured ring counter cross sections 
at the medium energy with those calculated by the optical 
model with the coulomb contributions determined from the 
Born approximation. The values of k1r 0 and kzr 0 are 
those used in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 18 Comparison of the measured ring counter cross sections 
at the high energy with those calculated by the optical 
model with the coulomb contributions determined from 
the Born approximation. The values of kir

0 
and kzr

0 are those used in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 19 The interaction pararreter, kzr 0 , versus pion energy. 
The solid curve is frorr· Eq. (14) with a least squares 

f . . . b 0 2l+O. 04 
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Fig. 20 Carbon interaction eros s sections versus kR with 
the coulomb correction. The solid curve is frorr, 
Eqs. (6) and (14) with a least squares fit giving 
b = 0.26 ± 0.03. 
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Fig. 21 Nuclear emulsion interaction cross sections versus 
kR with the coulomb correction. '-The curves are 
from Eqs. (6) and (14). The upper curve is for 
b = 0. 36 ± 0. 07 determined by a least squares fit 
to the rr·- cross sections. The lower curve is for 
b = 0. 24 ± 0. 04 determined by a least squares fit 
to .the rr+ cross sections. 
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)nteractbn mean free paths versus pion energy. 
,The pionts are determined by Eqs. (6) and (15) and 
the interaction cross section·data with the coulomb 
eorrection. The solid curve is from Eqs. (14) and. 

- (15) with a least squares fit giving b = 0, 262 ± 0. 023 . 
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Fig. 23 Interaction mean free paths from the multiple scattering 
treatment of the pion scattering amplitudes for free 
nucleons. The solid curve is the same as that in Fig. 22, 




